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	NAME: Dolzian
	DESCRIPTION: Dolzians have the appearance of Asian Earth humans. And they have the usual appendages, including fingers & toes, of most human-like species.They usually dress as if to accentuate their monochromatic looks, wearing whites, grays, & silvers in the form of loose fitting clothing, robes, & cloaks. Some will wear an occasional brightly colored or oddly color-patterned garment. Usually a cloak, cape, or other accessory. Dolzians never carry weapons openly. They are very diplomatic, pacifistic, & gregarious.They are well-known for being broad-minded & very promiscuous.COMMON NAMESDolzian names are often long, & elaborate. They do not use surnames, & usually only have a single name to identify each individual.Male names: Borizial, Mikeole, Oriazian, Genisois, FranzlithianFemale names: Triaznilias, Korianthis, Pelatonisa, Braslonia, Kiontela
	ERA:  TNG era & beyond
	Text Field 13:  Life is to be lived to the fullest.
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Fitness -1, Insight +1, Presence +2.
	Text Field 8: The Dolzians are very physically attractive albino humanoids. Their hair is completely white, their skin very lightly pigmented with a light pinkish tone. Their eyes are a pale lavender color. The most distinctive feature are their facial markings which have an intricate pattern of markings of a bronze color that begin in the eyebrows & extend around the eyes & down onto the cheeks, sometimes as far down as the neck or shoulders. 
	TALENTS: Dolzians only or with GM's Permission
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathy
	TALENT TEXT 1: [T6] Limited Mind Control (Immobilize). A Dolzian can implant a psionic suggestion in another mind that that person is immobilized – & that they cannot move. And until they remove this suggestion the recipient of it will believe they are unable to move.
	TALENT NAME 2: Singular Triumph
	TALENT TEXT 2: Dolzians have a knack for picking up the basics of just about any task they see others perform, or read about. Once/Mission, you may use an untrained Focus or Talent & gain an additional 1d20 for that task. 
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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